


ZS O (comprehensive school) No. IV by name of Bohdan Igor 

Antonych is a specific school because it is for young people 

from Ukrainian minority. All the pupils learn their native 

language, traditions, customs and Ukrainian culture and 

older students also learn about Ukrainian history and 

geography. In the afternoons pupils from primary schools 

can learn Ukrainian language.

    



Our school was established in 1957 and initially had a seat in 17 
Limanowski street , Złotoryja. From 1960 to 1962 the school 
shared a building with Jewish Primary S chool No. 7 in Legnica. 
From 1962 it was located in a building in 98 Chojnowska street, 
Legnica and in the same building there was a dormitory for 58 
pupils. But the building was to small and after a few years of 
endeavours in 1967 the school received a section of a school 
building in 7a Zawadzki square in Legnica. After 26 years of 
working in that building, our school received a complex of 
buildings in Pancerna street (presently S hevchenko street) with 
modern and spacious classes and rooms in the dormitory, and 
also a large gymnasium.







Stanisław Janus [Станіслав Янус] (in Złotoryja) 
Michał Tanencapf [Михайло Таненцапф] (Jewish Primary School) 
Iryna Snihur [Ірина Снігур] (1962-77)
Jan Bekas [Ян Бекас] (1977-90)
Bogdan Hnatiuk [Богдан Гнатюк] (1990-2001)
Olena Kalytka [Олена Калитка] (2001-06)
Anna Hawrylczak-Małańczak [Анна Гаврильчак-Маланчак] (2001- presently)



13th October 2007 on the occasion of 50th anniversary  a 
convention of the graduates took place. People from all 
over the world came to their former school to meet their 
classmates and teachers.  





In our school there are groups of art (dance, 
theatre, choir, vocal).



The choir was established on Maria 
Pawnecka and pupils’ initiative in 1958. 
S ince then it has been very important for 

the cultural school life and it has 
represented the school in various festivals, 

concerts and bonfires. 



It is presently acting dance group which performs in 
all school celebrations and also in many festivals. In 
the group there are 20 members. Presently the group 

has three dances in its repertoire: „Beчoрницi”, 
„Пoвзaнeць”, „Зaкaрпaцький” 





S chool 
events



S hevchenko Concert





Contest of 
Drohobych





Every year the school 
arranges excursion to 

Ukrainian towns. Pupils 
have already visited 

S evastopol, Truskavec, 
Hercones, Zovkva, 

Balaklava, Jalta and 
Lviv.









S opot Festival 




